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Abstract: Indirect calorimetry is a tool that allows for the non-invasive assessment of metabolism through the
measurement of the consumption of oxygen and the production of carbon dioxide. However, its use in intensive
care patients presents technical limitations and difficulties. This study presents a frequency analysis of the
oxygen consumption  and carbon dioxide production signals as an alternative tool for assessing metabolism
and provides qualitative information relating the spectral densities of these signals with the type of substrate
and metabolic  pathways  in  intensive  care  patients.  This  study  included  10 patients from the Intensive Care
Unit  (ICU) after a 12 h  fasting period, of ages ranging between 42 and 80 years old, receiving mechanical
ventilatory assistance (in assisted-control mode). Oxygen consumption, carbon dioxide production and
electrocardiographic signal tendencies were registered after the continuous administration of a 500 ml infusion
of a 5% glucose solution in a 30 min window and in another 30 min window after removing the infusion. The
spectral densities of the heart rate variability, oxygen consumption and the production of carbon dioxide were
obtained using a periodogram. The characteristic bandwidths and their frequency and potency mass centers
were gotten from the spectral densities for oxygen consumption and the production of carbon dioxide; the
Sympathetic-Vagal Index (SVI) was gotten from the spectral density of the time series of RR intervals.
Characteristic bandwidths were  obtained  at  both  low  and  high  frequencies for oxygen consumption and
the production of carbon dioxide. Using ANOVA variance analysis, they were compared with the four time
windows, with the SVI and the 15-30 and 45-60 min windows corresponding to the times with greater and lesser
amount of glucose in the patient. No significant statistical differences were found. However, this study
provides relevant qualitative information suggesting a relationship between spectral density bandwidths related
to oxygen consumption and carbon dioxide production to metabolism. The results of this study are relevant
and suggest that there are characteristic bandwidths in the spectral densities of oxygen consumption and
carbon dioxide production related to metabolic pathways. These signals can be useful as auxiliary tools for the
treatment of critical patients.
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INTRODUCTION cyclic phenomena. The indispensable requirement to carry

Phenomena are analyzed through signals in the occurrence of the cycles. In the case of metabolism, the
domain of time or frequency [1]. Both types of analysis signals that can be registered are oxygen consumption
are complementary, neither substitutes the other. (VO ) and carbon dioxide production (VCO ), directly
Frequency analysis can only be applied to signals from related to metabolic reactions [2]. An adequate indicator

out an analysis is to have an indicator measuring the
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for  the  detection  of  the  frequency  of  metabolism  is the fan.  The  program   for  acquiring  data  (Datex
the observation  of  periodic  oscillations  in the signals Ohmeda  S5-Collect)  from  the  calorimeter  allowed  for
of VO and  VCO   in  patients  with  congestive  heart gathering  samples every 5 s for VO  (ml min ) and VCO2 2

failure [3, 4]. (ml min ).
The first analysis on the frequency of lung gas Additionally, the electrocardiograph signal was

exchange was done using an electrical model, which obtained using a Datex Ohmeda model M-ESTPR at a
although limited, served as a tool for studying the frequency of 300 Hz using three derivations. The time
exchange of gases [5]. Recently, other authors have series of RR intervals were obtained using the derived
reported on the frequency analysis of the transfer algorithm in 15 min intervals. The arrhythmias were
function of VO  with aerobic capacity in healthy linearly interpolated  and  the  signals  were  re-sampled2

individuals during mild exercise [6]. These parameters at 4 Hz. The linear tendencies and the means were
have  been  related  to  variations  in  the  concentration subtracted before the spectral densities were obtained,
of  lung   gases  in  patients  with  congestive  heart which  were  analyzed  at   consecutive   intervals of
failure [7]. However, there  is some controversy since 3600 points. 
certain authors  suggest that  VO   oscillations  cannot be The signals were obtained at 15 min intervals,2

explained  based  on  the  changes in lung gas stores or assuming stationary conditions (constant variance and
by  the action of the respiratory center [8], suggesting auto-covariance in time). The intervals that were not
that blood flow oscillations in the lung influence gas stationary were disregarded from the analysis.
exchange considerably. Based on the periodic oscillations The spectral densities of the heart rate variability,
of VO  and VCO , analyses on the spectral density VO  and VCO  were obtained using a peridogram. To2 2

reporting specific bandwidths in patients during exercise estimate the spectral densities of the heart rate variability,
in normoxia and hypoxia have been carried out [9]. 13 points were used and for estimating the spectral

This study provides qualitative information on the densities of VO  and VCO , five points were used. The
frequency analysis of VO  and VCO  indirectly related to areas under the curve for each bandwidth (energy of the2 2

the spectral density on the metabolism of intensive care signals)  and two frequency components were used for
patients. the “Low Frequency (Lf)/high Frequency (HF)” ratio,

MATERIALS AND METHODS activity, known as the Sympathetic-Vagal Index (SVI). We

Patients: The study  was  carried  out in a population of components were in the band 0.04 to 0.15 Hz. Similarly, the
10  patients from the ICU,  of  ages ranging between 42 HF components were in the band of 0.15 to 0.40 Hz.
and 80 years old. The clinical conditions and their
therapeutic  schemes  are  summarized in Table 1. All of Statistical analysis: The data were analyzed using the
the subjects required  mechanical ventilatory assistance Statistics program version 5.3. The bandwidths registered
in the assisted-control  mode with a fraction of inspired both at low as well as high frequencies for VO  and VCO
oxygen (FiO ) 0.6, positive-end expiratory pressure were compared at all four times, with the SVI and with the2

(PEEP) 5 cm H O, a Mean Arterial Pressure (MAP)>80 NIVELIS variable, that are the time windows of 15 to 302

mm Hg and an urinary output of 1 ml kg  min , sedated and 45 to 60 min corresponding to the instants where the1 1

with propofol, without sepsis or shock. All of the subjects patient had the greatest and lesser concentration of
were studied between 9 a.m. and 4:00 p.m., after a 12 h glucose in their blood, respectively. We conducted a
fasting period. The signals of VO , VCO  and the variances (ANOVA) analyses with a Bonferroni inference2 2

electrocardiographs  were  recorded  for  each subject test for a p 0.05.
after continuously administering a 500 ml infusion of 5% The mass centers of the spectral densities of VO  and
glucose  solution  in  a  window of 30 min and again in a VCO  were obtained dividing the area of the spectral
30 min window after removing the infusion. densities of each characteristic bandwidth in triangles.

Measuring techniques: The VO  and VCO  trends were baricenters, new triangles were obtained until only one2 2

registered  using  a  calorimeter  (Datex  Ohmeda  model remained. Finally, the baricenter of this triangle was
M-COV) through the endotracheal tube, which was considered as the mass center of the spectral density. The
connected  to  the  calorimeter  flow  sensor and this to bandwidths  found  at  high  and low frequencies for VO

2 2
1

1

2 2

2 2

related to the sympathetic-parasympathetic balance

assume that for the heart rate variability that the LF

2 2

2

2

The baricenter for each triangle was estimated. Of these

2
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Table 1: Patients treated with solutions and medications

Patient Patology or condtion Age (yrs) Gender Solutions Medications

1 Post-operatory drainage of deep 60 M 1.- Mixed 1000 ml + 40 m Eq of KCl DFH 125 mg, Amikacin 500 mg, Ranitidine 50 mg
neck abscess mediastinitis 2.- 500 ml of 5% Glucose solution  Furosemide 20 mg, Dexamethasone 4 mg

Cefotaxine 1 g

2 Adenocarcinoma of the ampulla 58 M 1.- Mixted 1000 ml + 20 mEq of KCl Ranitidine 50 mg
of vater 2.- Hemacel 500 ml Metronidasole 500 mg

3.- Propofol 650 mg Cefuroxine, Nubain 10 mg
4.- 500 ml of 5% Glucose solution Midasolam 7.5 m

3 Abdominal aneurism 74 M 1.- 500 ml of 5% Glucose solution Cephalotine 1 g, Ranitidine 50 mg 
repair (GRAFT) Captopril 25 mg, Nalbulphine 10 mg

Enoxaparine 40 mg, Nalbufine

4 Colostomy 76 F 1.- 500 ml physiological solution Furozemide
   + 40 mEq of KCl Lysine Clonixinate 100 mg
2.- NPT 58 ml h Amikacin 600 mg, Inipenem Fluconasole 200 mg,1

3.- Propofol 200 mg Enoxaparine 40 mg
4.- 500 ml of 5% Glucose solution D.F.H

5 Post-operatory of 49 F 1.- Mixed 1000 ml +40 mEq of KCl Cefotaxine 1g, Amikacin 500 mg, Ranitidine 50 mg,
rissection of epidermoide 2.- Propofol 600 mg Methyl-prednisone 500 mg, Carbamacepine 200 mg
carcinoma 3.- 500 ml of 5% Glucose solution Captopril 25 mg, Diclofenac 75 mg

6 Craneotomy 52 M 1.- Mixed No medication
2.- Propofol
3.- 500 ml of 5% Glucose solution No medication

7 Duodenojejuno-anastomosis 72 M 1.- Mixed 1000 ml + 40 mEq of KCl
2.- 500 ml of 5% Glucose solution

8 Encephalopathy 80 F 1.- Mixed 1000 ml + 20 mEq of KCl Cefotaxine 2 g
2.- Vecuronium D.F.H. 125 mg, Ranitidine 50 mg
3.- 260 mg. de Propofol Enoxaparine 40 mg, Nitro-patch 10 mg
4.- 500 ml of 5% Glucose solution Nallbufine 10 mg, Furosemide 1 amp

9 Guillain-Barre Syndrome 46 F 1.- Mixed 1000 ml + 40 mEq of KCl Cefotaxine 2 g
2.- 65% in 250 ml + 500 mg Ranitidine 50 mg 
of Dobutamine Calcium Gluconate 1g
3.- Propofol 400 mg Enoxaparine 40 mg
4.- 500 ml of 5% Glucose solution Vit K 1 M c/24 h

10 Benzodiacepine intoxication 42 F 1.- Mixed No medication
2.- No Propofol
3.- 500 ml of 5% Glucose solution

and VCO  were averaged reporting the mean and the the characteristic potency of spectral densities where2

standard deviation. each column shows the VO , VCO  and heart rate

RESULTS Table 2  shows the frequencies of the characteristic

The one hour registers obtained from nine patients of  VO  and VCO , in addition to the coordinates where
were  partitioned  in  four  15  min time windows per the mass centers are located for each of these
patient  and  of the 36 time windows that were analyzed, bandwidths.
21 were stationary  for  heart  rate  variability,  31 for VO Table 3  shows the ANOVA statistical analysis2

and  34 for  VCO .  These  studies showed a similar carried out between the different variables, where LF2

pattern. Patient number three´s study was eliminated since indicates low frequencies and HF high frequencies. The
the percentage  of  arrhythmias  was  greater  than  30% time variable indicates the four 15-minute time windows,
of  RR   intervals  of  the  registration.  Figure  1  shows the SVI  variable  is  the  ratio  between “Low Frequency

2 2

variability spectral (from left to right), respectively.

bandwidths  that were found within the spectral density
2 2
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Table 2: Mean values for the bandwidths and mass centers 

Mass Center
Bandwidth -------------------------------------------
------------------------------------ LF HF
LF HF (Hz, (ml (Hz, (ml

Signal (Hz) (Hz) min ) /Hz) min ) /Hz)1 2 1 2

VO 0-0.0055 0.0055-0.011 0.0032-0.0049 0.0075-0.00962

VCO 0-0.0044 0.0044-0.011 0.0030-0.0039 0.0076-0.00872

Table 3: Statistical analysis (ANOVA) with stationary registrations

VO  LF VCO  LF VO  HF VCO  HF Time2 2 2 2

Time 0.856 0.519 0.832 0.832 ND
NIVELIS 0.906 0.251 ND ND ND
SVI 0.990 0.151 0.715 0.435 0.886

VO LF. - Low frequencies of the VO  spectral density, 2 2

VCO LF. - Low frequencies of the VCO  spectral density,2 2

VO HF. - High frequencies of the VO  spectral density,2 2

VCO HF. - High frequencies of the VCO  spectral density,2 2

SVI. - Sympathetic - vagal index,
Time. - 15, 30 45 and 60 min time windows,
NIVELIS. - 15-30 min and 45-60 min, time windows
ND. - Non-determined

(Lf) High  Frequency (HF)” and the NIVELIS variable is
the 15-30 min time window when the patients had the
maximum blood sugar concentration and the 45-60 min
time window is the time when the patients had the lowest
glucose concentration.

DISCUSSION

Indirect calorimetry is a non-invasive method that
allows for the detection of the  type  of metabolic
substrate the patient consumes through VO  and VCO2 2

[2]. However, its usefulness is limited in patients with
mechanical ventilatory assistance. Among the limitations
are high positive pressure in the patient´s circuit, a
fraction  of inspired oxygen over 60%, the instability of
the fraction of the inspired oxygen, the leaks of the
ventilator-patient  circuit and variations in temperature
and humidity [10]. Based on these observations, we aimed
to search for an alternative non-invasive tool that would
allow for assessing metabolic changes in these types of
patients. Our objective was to analyze the phenomena
through the frequency analysis of the VO  and VCO2 2

signals. These signals have been previously analyzed
based  on  their frequency and there are studies that
report characteristic bandwidths in patients in normoxic
and hypoxic conditions [9]. In this study, we explored the
usefulness of the information provided by spectral
densities. catabolism.

The ANOVA test on the VO  and VCO  potencies2 2

with the sympathetic-vagal index did not show
statistically different results. However, it provides
relevant information on the metabolic changes in patients
in intensive care. Additionally,  it  was  seen  that  there
are more stable conditions to conduct a frequency
analysis on the VO  and VCO  signals than on the heart2 2

rate variability.
The VO , VCO  and heart rate variability spectral2 2

densities  can  be qualitatively observed in Fig. 1 for the
0 to 15 min time windows. The  Ao  and  Bo  potencies
can  be  attributed   to  lipid  metabolism,  degraded   by

-oxidation [11] since the patients were fasting. In the
analyses  of  the  frequency  of the heart rate variability,
an equilibrium is reflected between the sympathetic
nervous system (S) and the parasympathetic nervous
system (P).

The 15-30 min time window corresponds to the
instant when  patients  are  at their maximum blood
glucose concentration. In the VO  registration, it is seen2

how A potency appears and the A  potency decreases.0 1

On  the other  hand,  the VCO  registration shows how2

the B  potency  is  totally  d epressed  and  the B0 1

potency appears. The A  and B  potencies can be closely0 1

related with the use of glucose since they appear when
the serum concentration is at its maximum. In this time
window, we can also see as P depresses and the activity
of S increases, as reported in the literature [12, 13],
therefore demonstrating an apparent control of glycolysis
on the autonomous nervous system.

In the 30 to 45 min time windows corresponding to
the instant when the glucose infusion was removed, the
three  spectral  densities  show  the recovery of the A1

and  B  potencies and the depression of A  and B  as if0 0 1

the patient  were  returning  to  the  initial   conditions   of
 the study. An  interesting  observation is the tendency
for P recovery.

In the 45 to 60 min time windows, there is a slight
displacement of the A  potency frequency for VO , while1 2

for VCO , activity is seen between B  and B . In addition2 0 1

to this, the heart rate variability shows a marked increase
in S activity and a decrease in P activity. There is no
explanation  for  this. Potencies  of   greater  frequencies
of  the  A  and B  potencies in all spectral densities for1 1

VO  and VCO  can be seen. These results suggest that2 2

these  potencies represent the information that
correspond to the Krebs cycle for VCO  and oxidative2

phosphorylation, associated  to  the  respiratory chain for
VO since these potencies are always a reflection of2
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